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Public Health and Racial Inequality: The Links between
Covid-19 and the Summer BLM Protests
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Greg Millet & Jeff Crowley
Please join us for a virtual speaker event from the
Georgia Tech School of Public Policy.
Thurs, September 24, 2020
11:00am to 12:15pm
Link to the BluJeans event:
https://primetime.bluejeans.com/a2m/live-event/hkcfpjgs

Interested in making real-world impact while at Georgia Tech?
This talk by top infectious disease and public policy experts
will draw a through-line linking HIV disparities, Covid-19,
and the Black Lives Matter protests. It will also discuss how
students and faculty can have immediate and long-term
influence on systemic inequities. There is an ongoing public
																
health emergency that played out in the streets this summer.
The Covid-19 pandemic has exploded the myths we hold of an
					`											
egalitarian American society. A novel coronavirus to which
most humans are susceptible has disproportionately impacted
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people of color. Even the economic recession brought about
Senior Policy Advisor to President Barack Obama
by lockdowns to control the spread of the virus has led to
Vice President & Director, Public Policy at amfAR,
the disproportionate loss of jobs, business, and housing in
The Foundation for AIDS Research
communities of color. The lesser value of black and brown
lives was made further clear by the deaths of George Floyd
Jeff Crowley, M.P.H.
and Breonna Taylor and sparked one of the most memorable
periods of civil unrest in recent history. But potential
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solutions are right in front of us, especially for college students
O’Neill Institute for National &
and faculty interested in solving real-world technological and
Global Health Law/Georgetown Law
policy problems. Come find out how!

		

T HE MEG & S A M FL A X L ECT URE S ERIES ON PUBLIC P OLICY

invites top scholars, policymakers, and practitioners to speak to a wide
audience of Georgia Tech students and faculty on issues of urgent
importance in public policy. Our goal is not just a better understanding
of current issues, but to get diverse perspectives on the proper role(s)
for government in solving crucial problems. Because they practice at the

Flax Lecturers speak not from philosophy or theory, but from facts, data,
and experience. Topics range from science & technology policy to energy
and the environment, from pandemic threats to sustainable development,
from artificial intelligence and cyber-sercurity to monetary policy, and
even outer space. All Flax lectures are free of charge. Members of the

cutting-edge of their fields, or on the front-lines of government policy, the

broader Georgia Tech and Atlanta community are welcome to attend.

